Central New York ACL USER GROUP
Connect with your local peers in the community dedicated to ACL users

WHAT IS ACL?
ACL Analytics is a data extraction and analysis software used for risk management & fraud detection, prevention for data driven analysis!

WHAT IS ACL USER GROUP?
ACL user group is a platform created by users for users. Its main objective is to provide educational and social resource for ACL users of all levels.

WHY JOIN US?
This is a group in the Central New York region for users of ACL AN, AX, GRC Users. Participants meet periodically to discuss issues and share best practices related to data analysis and visualization for risk assurance. Come learn about data driven audits with 100% data analytics and automated Continuous Auditing.

CONTACT US
User Group Co-Leaders:
Curtis Josey Jr, <curtis.josey@cornell.edu>
Jingbi Zhao <jz637@cornell.edu>

LOCATION
Meetings currently held in Ithaca, NY

The ACL User Group Community
Come to meet, learn and share with us!
*Online community membership requires ACL Subscription

WEBSITE: https://www.acl.com/about-us/user-groups/

Our next user group meeting is tentative scheduled on April XX, 2018, please contact us for more information.